NATURAL SCIENCE MAJOR
General Science

Student A
• Currently enrolled in a top 5-ranked medical school
• Took no summer classes and graduated in four years

NEXT STEPS

1. Meet with your CHC advisor
   a. Log into DuckWeb and go to Degree Audit to look up your advisor, or
   b. Stop by the CHC Reception Desk, or
   c. Go to any CHC faculty member you’d like

2. Meet with an advisor in your major
General Science allows each student to construct their own academic program in the natural sciences. The General Science Program website (gensci.uoregon.edu/) contains information on the program, including a detailed overview of requirements to major in General Science as well as a course checksheet.

   Faculty advising available: gensci.uoregon.edu/contact-us/

   Students considering a career in the health professions can also consult the UO Health Professions Program: healthprofessions.uoregon.edu/

3. Meet at least annually with both your advisors: CHC and your General Science major
Different Paths to a Degree

Area
- HC History
- HC Other
- HC Literature
- Major Department
- College Scholars

Major: Various
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